Here we seek to illustrate, in the simplest case, the principal series of Gl , some facts which should be general features of harmonic analysis on semisimple p-adic groups; that is, they should hold to a large extent both for other series of representations of Gl , and for other semisimple groups.
The main point I wish to clarify is the relation between harmonic analysis on Gl itself and on certain compact subgroups.
We will begin with a review of the construction and basic facts of irreducibility and equivalence of the principal series. Then we will define the principal series for the standard maximal compact subgroup, and show the relation between the two by the study of the associated algebras of spherical functions.
We will need notation. Let F be a p-adic field, R its ring of integers, n a prime element. Let F = R/nR be the residue class field, of order q = pa. G acts on the left on this space: Let S = Rx denote the multiplicative group of units of R. Define S .C S tot z > 1 by 5\ = 1 + tt1R. For cb £ S, define the conductor of cb to be the largest S.
Write G = Gl (F)
contained in ketcb. Put |0|f = ?2 (and|l|^-= 0). Then d^(cbx, cf>2) = \cbxcb2 |¿" is a symmetric, invariant ultrametric distance on S.
We have A Q ^ S" in the obvious way, so a character i/fQ of A_ is specified by an zz-tuple of characters (cf>l, • • -, cb ) of S. The action of the Weyl group in these coordinates is simply given by permuting the t/j.'s. Hence, modulo conjugation by W, we may assume the cS.'s are arranged in some specified order. The order in which we are interested is that of the following lemma. Proof. Choose, among the elements of V, two whose mutual distance is maxi- . P w .P, the union being disjoint. Hence, ix! again being a set of representatives for / in NO n K., we see G = U ■ , Hx~Aw .x, H. We are now prepared to do the harmonic analysis of S(i/>Q). In this, we follow the lines of investigation of Bruhat [2] and Satake [5] . We begin by recalling some of the basic notions about spherical functions.
Anticipating the result that S(</>0) is abelian, we define a i/fg-spherical function on G to be a function S such that 2(hxgh2) = ^0 ( Then dx = hdy. Write x = j n.m., y = n2m2 and h = jnm. Then dj.n.m. = jnmdn2m7, or dj.d~ dn.d~ dm. = jn(md)n2(md)~ mdm., and we conclude
